TWENTY MAJOR INNOVATIONS IN TWENTY YEARS?

AURORA'S CONTRIBUTIONS TO ROAD RACING IN THE LAST TWO DECADES IS UNMATCHED IN THE INDUSTRY.

1959 FIRST HO SLOT CAR RACING SYSTEM IN THE U.S.

1962 FIRST DIRECT CURRENT HO SYSTEM IN THE U.S.

1963 FIRST ELECTRIC LAP COUNTER.

1964 FIRST MOTORCYCLES

1965 FIRST INFINITE VARIABLE OHM CONTROLLER.

1966 FIRST FORMULA RACING CARS.

1967 FIRST HIGH BANK CURVE.

1968 FIRST LOOP.

1969 FIRST RUSSKIT CONTROLLER FOR HO RACING SETS.

1970 FIRST LIGHTED CARS.

1971 FIRST AFX RACING CAR.

1972 FIRST WALL PAK SYSTEM FIRST AFX SNAPLOCK TRACK.

1974 FIRST MAGNA-TRACTION CAR.

1975 FIRST G-PLUS CAR.

1976 FIRST SELF-LEVELING TRACK SUPPORTS.

1978 FIRST DIGITAL ELECTRONIC LAP COUNTER AND TIMER.

FIRST CARS WITH RACING SOUND.
A new slotless racing system—Speed Steer. Combines speed and skill with lane changing excitement. Added skill and thrills come with the Road Blocker—a lane changing slow poke on the track.

AFX—the closest thing to real racing is even more so in '79. Only AFX has Mario Andretti, the world champion driver—it's an exclusive in Mario Andretti Grand Prix International sets.

New packaging that stands out and conveys the excitement of what's inside each set. A new line; a complete line of AFX.


Computerized racing is here, now! A fully electronic system which makes AFX racing so real, you'll think you need a driver's license to play.

The revolutionary new track, that Banks; Bends; Bumps; Climbs; Curves; Twists; Turns. Only AFX has it—everyone will want it!
MARIO ANDRETTI
GRAND PRIX INTERNATIONAL
CHALLENGE
HO SCALE RACE SET

14 FEET OF RACING OVER EXCITING
TWISTS AND TURNS FEATURING
FLEX-TRACK® ROADWAY AND
G-PLUS® CARS.

Set Includes: 2 G-PLUS® Cars, 3 Feet of Flex-Track® Roadway,
Color Coded ID Stripes, AFX® High Performance Track With
Plug-In Terminal, Russki® Variable Speed Controllers, Wall-Pak®,
Transformer, Track Elevation Supports, Snap-In Guard Rails,
Racing Oil and Quikee-Lok™ Key.

Track Footage: 14’ Track Layout: 5’ x 3’
Carton Pack: 6 Carton Weight: 26 lbs.

Features:
(G-PLUS® CARS, The
Fastest Production HO
Scale Race Cars Ever
FLEX-TRACK®
ROADWAY—Banks,
Bends, Bumps and Dips
To Almost Any
Configuration
No. 2705

**Mario Andretti Grand Prix International Championship**
HO Scale Race Set

24¹/₂ feet of racing over exciting twist & turns featuring Flex-Track® Roadway and G-Plus® Cars.

Set Includes: 2 G-Plus® Cars, 3 Feet of Flex-Track® Roadway, 2 Bonus G-Plus Bodies, Pit Garage, Grandstand, Pylons, Color Coded ID Stripes, AFX® High Performance Track With Plug-In Terminal, Russkit® Variable Speed Controllers, Wall-Pak® Transformers, Track Elevation Supports, Snap-In Guard Rail, Racing Oil and Quickee-Lok™ Key.

Features:
- **G-Plus® Cars**
- The Fastest Production HO Scale Race Cars Ever
- Flex-Track® Roadway
- Pit Garage, Grandstand, and Pylons

Track Footage: 24¹/₂
Track Layout: 6' x 3¹/₂
Carton Pack: 4
Carton Weight: 25 lbs.

No. 2706

**Firecracker 400® HO Scale Race Set**

27 Feet of Exciting 4 Car 4 Lane Racing Action Featuring Magna-Sonic™ Cars

Set Includes: 4 Magna-Sonic™ Cars, Grandstand, Pit Garage, Pylons, Color-Coded ID Stripes, AFX® High Performance Track With Plug-In Terminals, 4 Russkit® Variable Speed Controllers, 2 Wall-Pak® Transformers, Track Elevation Supports, Snap-In Guard Rail, Racing Oil, and Quickee-Lok™ Key.

Features:
- 4 Car 4 Lane Side by Side Racing
- Magna-Sonic™ Cars with the sound of racing engines
- Pit Garage, Grandstand, and Pylons
- The Firecracker 400® can convert to many exciting 2 lane racing layouts

Track Footage: 27
Track Layout: 6¹/₄ x 5
Carton Pack: 4
Carton Weight: 31 lbs.
No. 2708 **AFX**

**DATA RACE CHAMPIONSHIP™**

**HO SCALE RACE SET**

15 FEET OF COMPUTERIZED RACING ACTION WITH ALL THE SOUNDS AND EXCITEMENT OF REAL RACING

**Set Includes:**
- 1 Data Race™ Control Center with 15' Pit Track, 2 Magna-Traction™ Cars, Color Coded ID Stripes, AFX® High Performance Track With Plug-In Terminal, Russkit® Variable Speed Controllers, Wall-Pak® Transformer, Track Elevation Supports, Snap-In Guard Rail, Facing Oil and Quicke-Lok™ Key.

Track Footage: 15'
Track Layout: 4' x 4'
Carton Pack: 4
Carton Weight: 31 lbs.

No. 2707

**DATA RACE CHALLENGE™**

**HO SCALE RACE SET**

15 FEET OF EXCITING COMPUTERIZED RACING

**Set Includes:**
- 1 Data Race™ Control Center With 15' Pit Track, 2 Magna-Traction™ Cars, Color Coded ID Stripes, AFX® High Performance Track With Plug-In Terminal, Russkit® Variable Speed Controllers, Wall-Pak® Transformer, Track Elevation Supports, Snap-In Guard Rail, Racing Oil and Quicke-Lok™ Key.

Track Footage: 15'
Track Layout: 4' x 4'
Carton Pack: 4
Carton Weight: 21 lbs.

Features:
- **DATA RACE™ CONTROL CENTER**—Programmable Racing Computer
- **MAGNA-TRACTION™ CARS**—With Super Gripping Power

DATA RACE™ SOUND
- TOWER—Exciting Sounds of Racing Engines Plus Countdown Tones, Victory Tune and Much More!
**AFX G-PLUS CARS**

ASSORTMENT: No. 1790 G-PLUS® CARS (24 pcs.—3 each 1731, 1733, 1734, 1735, 1736, 1737, 1738, 1739, 1740, 1741, 1742, 1743, 1744)

Carton Pack: 1 Carton Weight: 6

Revolutionary G-Plus® cars...Gravity Plus More...utilize the motor's magnetic field plus flux collectors to greatly increase traction. Result: greater acceleration and stopping power...plus a dramatic, up-to-30% reduction in lap times. Designed for speed, the monocoque style motor is the most modern in-line ever developed. Using part of the chassis for support, it features brass bearings and bullet-proof commutator brushes which require less power and therefore, produce less heat for cooler running. No tools necessary for assembling or disassembling the new Aurora® G-Plus® cars—maintenance is super-simple. For handling: Special reverse taper seal guid pins, independently rotating front wheels, fender-style shock—all built with the finest detailing ever. The G-Plus® car gives you Pro Status.

---

**AFX MAGNA-SONIC CARS**

ASSORTMENT: No. 1088 MAGNA-SONIC® CARS (24 pcs.—4 each 1062, 1064, 1066, 1067, 1073, 1074)

Carton Pack: 1 Carton Weight: 6

Our Magna-Sonic™ cars combine all the speed, control, and high performance of Magna-Traction™ cars with the realistic sound of powerful racing engines built right into the chassis. Magna-Sonic™ sound cars are the first HO scale racers with an independent, self generating, sound system to bring a dramatic new level of authenticity to AFX® and further strengthen our position as the "closest thing to real racing".

---

**AFX FLAMETHROWER CARS**

WITH HEADLIGHTS FOR NIGHT RACING!

All the speed, control and high performance of AFX® racers—plus operating headlights for racing in the dark!


Carton Pack: 1 Carton Weight: 6

---

No. 1062 PLYMOUTH ROAD RUNNER
No. 1063 CHEVELLE STOCK CAR
No. 1064 55 CHEVY BEL AIR
No. 1066 CHEVY STOCK CAR
No. 1067 "THUNDERBIRD" STOCK CAR
No. 1069 JAVELIN
No. 1073 DODGE MAGNUM STOCK CAR
No. 1074 "THUNDERBIRD" STOCK CAR
No. 1977 MONZA GT
No. 1978 CAMARO Z28
No. 1979 CHEVY POLICE CAR W/ROOF LIGHTS
No. 1980 BMW 323I TURBO
No. 1981 FIREBIRD
No. 1982 CORVETTE GT
FOR SUPER GRIPPING POWER
Holds the Track Like the Car was Riding on Rails!
Super Handling and Super Speed!

ASSORTMENT: No. 1850 MAGNA-TRACTION™ CARS
(24 pcs.—4 each 1901, 1913, 1921, 1922, 1941, 1942, 1948)
Carton Pack: 1 Carton Weight: 6

ASSORTMENT: No. 1851 MAGNA-TRACTION™ CARS
(24 pcs.—4 each 1900, 1903, 1921, 1922, 1951, 1952, 1954)
Carton Pack: 1 Carton Weight: 6

ASSORTMENT: No. 1852 MAGNA-TRACTION™ CARS
(24 pcs.—4 each 1901, 1908, 1929, 1943, 1944, 1955, 1958)
Carton Pack: 1 Carton Weight: 6

AFX TRUCKS
Now 8 Wheeler AFX® MAGNA-TRACTION™ Trucks can Roar Down your Track Complete with Operating Headlights.
ASSORTMENT: No. 1170
AFX® TRUCKS WITH HEADLIGHTS
(12 pcs.—6 each 1156 and 1157)
Carton Pack: 1 Carton Weight: 2 lbs.